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A diffuse interface or ‘‘front’’ at the top of the suspension is investigated experimentally and
numerically. The width of the front is found to grow linearly in time, mainly due to a polydispersity
of particle size in the very dilute experiments, and due only to fluctuations in particle density in the
simulations. Away from the front, the fluctuations in the particle velocities are found not to
decay. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1578486#
I. INTRODUCTION
While the average velocity of a suspension of spheres
sedimenting in a viscous fluid can be successfully predicted
theoretically,1 we are still unable to predict the root-mean-
square fluctuations. Theories2,3 and numerical computations
with randomly positioned particles and periodic boundary
conditions4–7 find that the fluctuations diverge with the size
L of the container as VSf1/2(L/a)1/2, where VS is the fall
speed of an isolated sphere of radius a and f is the volume
fraction.
Unfortunately experiments find differently. At a moder-
ate concentration of 5% and using particle tracking, Nicolai
and Guazzelli8 found that the fluctuations were the same for
three different sizes of container. At very low concentrations
and measuring depth-average velocity by particle image ve-
locimetry ~PIV!, Segre`, Herbolzheimer, and Chaikin9 found a
VSf1/3 dependence, and an independence of the cell width if
it exceeded a correlation length '20af21/3. However, for
the major part of their experiments, this observed correlation
length was of the same order as the cell depth. The depen-
dence on the cell width was also recently questioned by
Bernard-Michel et al.10 using a very small square cell. At
very low concentration and using PIV with a thin laser-sheet,
Guazzelli11 observed large vortices of the size of the cell
width which decrease with time to reach a size of
'20af21/3, smaller than the width of the square container.
Velocity fluctuations seem also to reach a steady state. But
this requires confirmation and so does the scaling of the ob-
served steady correlation length.
There have been a number of theoretical papers attempt-
ing to explain this screening of the fluctuations.12–16 One
theoretical way out, proposed by Luke,16 is that a vertical
gradient in the mean concentration would suppress fluctua-
tions so they would no longer depend on the size of the
container but on the stratification assumed. Also, recent nu-
merical simulations17 for moderate volume fractions and
nonvanishing small Reynolds number show that a container
bottom is necessary to obtain saturation of the velocity fluc-
tuations.
Recent experiments and numerical simulations by Tee
et al.18 and Mucha and Brenner19 have observed a very in-
teresting diffuse interface between the suspension and the
clear fluid. They propose a theoretical model based on the
idea of the effect of stratification proposed by Luke.16 The
main argument is that a very small vertical stratification
caused by the broadening of the sedimenting front can
change the characteristics of the velocity fluctuations.
There have been previous experimental investigations of
the diffuse sedimentation front20–22 that showed the impor-
tance of hydrodynamic dispersion, polydispersity of the par-
ticles, and hindered settling effects. Early times seem to be
controlled by hydrodynamic dispersion and the fronts can
grow diffusively with the square root of time. Later the effect
of polydispersity dominates and the fronts can grow linearly
in time. Eventually, hindered settling effects lead to an equi-
librium thickness.
In this paper, we examine both by laboratory experi-
ments and numerical simulations how the sedimentation
front spreads and how this affects the fluctuations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
A. Particles and fluid
The particles were glass spheres with a large index of
refraction of 1.8 supplied by Cataphote. The particle size
distribution was analyzed by using a (7683512 pixels) CCD
camera and a digital imaging system composed of an acqui-
sition board and of the public-domain image-processing NIH
Image developed at the U.S. National Institute of Health.
From measurements of the projected bead surfaces, the
particle-radius distribution was found to be approximately
Gaussian with a mean particle radius ^a&5149 mm and a
standard deviation of 8 mm. The particle density was deter-
mined by measuring the volume variation when a weighted
amount of particles was introduced into a known volume of
distilled water in a graduated vessel. The particle density was
rp54.1160.07 gcm23.
The suspending fluid was silicon oil 47V1000 which had
an index of refraction of 1.4, a viscosity m510.060.3 P,
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and a density r f50.96560.007 gcm23 at the air-
conditioned room temperature of 2561 °C.
For this combination of fluid and spheres, the Stokes’
velocity of an isolated sphere calculated with the Stokes’
formula, VS52(rp2r f)^a&2g/9m ~where g is the accelera-
tion due to gravity!, was 0.01560.002 cm/s ~the error bar
estimated by computing the usual propagation of error in
formula is mainly due to particle size dispersion!. The sphere
Reynolds number, ^a&VSr/m , was smaller than 1024 and the
Brownian Pe´clet number was very large.
B. Experimental procedure
Experiments were performed in a glass walled cell of
square cross section 20320 cm2 with a filled height of 40
cm. The particle volume fraction of the suspension was kept
constant at f50.300%60.003% for all the experiments.
The cell width, L , and height, H , were then large compared
to the particle radius, ^a&, and to the mean interparticle spac-
ing, ^a&f21/3'0.1 cm: L'1342^a&'194^a&f21/3 and H
'2685^a&'387^a&f21/3. During the experiments, the cell
was held in a fixed position on a rail, with the cell walls
oriented vertically within 0.05 cm. The CCD camera was
fixed on the same rail in front of the cell and could slide
vertically.
Each sedimentation experiment consisted of mixing the
suspension with a small propeller fixed at the end of a shaft
driven by a variable-speed drill motor. The propeller was
moved randomly within the suspension for several minutes
in order to obtain a visually uniform particle distribution
throughout the suspension. Caution was taken not to entrain
too many air bubbles through the liquid–air interface, which
in a viscous liquid take a long time to rise to the surface,
during which time they create large velocity fluctuations. The
starting time of each experimental run (t50) corresponded
to the cessation of mixing. Two types of experimental mea-
surements were then performed. The spreading of the sedi-
mentation front was measured using the attenuation of light
through the suspension. The particle velocities were mea-
sured using particle image velocimetry ~PIV!.
C. Light attenuation technique
The light attenuation was measured with the camera and
the digital imaging system. The cell was back-lit by using
two neon tubes. Sheets of tracing papers were placed be-
tween the neon tubes and the back of the cell in order to
obtain a lighting as homogeneous as possible and sheets of
black paper were placed on the side of the cell in order to
avoid lateral light. A centered cross-section of the cell of
1339.5 cm located at different positions from the top of the
liquid–air interface was imaged by the camera. The video
output of the camera was set to be linearly proportional to
the received light quantity.
We first established the calibration law giving the light
attenuation received by the camera at a given location along
the cell as a function of the mean particle volume fraction f.
The gray level averaged intensity of all the pixels of the
image, I , was recorded at a given volume fraction just after
the cessation of the mixing of the suspension. The same mea-
surement was performed through the pure fluid and yielded
the intensity, I0 , for zero particle volume fraction. The at-
tenuation of the light, defined by I/I0 , was found to be a
monotonically decreasing function of the mean volume frac-
tion f with a best fitting law: ln(I/I0)521.9f0.9 for 0<f
<0.3%. Owing to the good homogeneity of the back-
lighting of the cell, the same calibration laws were obtained
at different locations along the cell ~with the top of the im-
aging windows being located at 5, 17, and 27 cm below the
top of the liquid–air interface!.
Using this calibration law, we could then determine the
variation of the volume fraction f(t) with time t at different
heights, z, measured from the location of the liquid–air in-
terface. The 1339.5 cm imaging window was positioned at
0, 5, 17, and 27 cm below the top of the liquid–air interface.
At each location, a series of images separated by 60 seconds
was acquired by the camera to record the evolution of the
moving sedimentation front. The averaged intensity of each
pixel row of the image was recorded as a function of time.
This gave the intensity of the transmitted light, I(t), at a
given height z. In order to determine the variation of the
volume fraction, f(t), an image of the pure fluid was also
acquired by the camera and used to provide the reference
intensity, I0 , in the calibration law.
This technique has been merely used to infer the particle
concentration from the amount of light attenuation by par-
ticles. It is however important for the discussion of the ex-
perimental results to examine what exact quantity the tech-
nique is probing. It is certainly not the size of the particles.
We can consider here that, since the index of the particles
differs from that of the fluid, the light attenuation is mainly
due to light scattering by the surfaces of the spheres; see for
instance, Ref. 23. In addition, we can expect that the effect of
multiple scattering is probably small at the low volume frac-
tion used in the experiment.
D. Particle image velocimetry
We used a thin light-sheet of thickness '1 mm produced
by two 15 mW laser diodes facing each other to illuminate
the median plane of the cell. The camera placed in front of
the cell and perpendicular to the light-sheet was focused on
the illuminated particles which scattered the light. The cen-
tered imaging window was located at 25.5 cm below the
liquid–air interface. A large imaging window of 19.0
313.4 cm2 nearly covering the whole width of the cell was
first used. Then, in a second set of experiments, the window
was zoomed to 6.034.2 cm2 in order to increase the spatial
resolution.
In a typical experiment, a series of pairs of images was
acquired using the digital imaging system. Successive pairs
were separated in time by 60 seconds and the two images in
a pair by one second ~approximately one Stokes’ time, tS
5^a&/VS). The pairs were then processed to find the
velocity-vector map of the flow field by using an adapted
source code and compiled application for PIV developed by
Cardoso.24
The PIV technique is based upon the cross-correlation of
the gray levels of a pair of images. This requires each image
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first to be discretized into a map of 33333 nodes. Then, in a
small interrogation region explored around each node, the
local particle displacement between the two images is mea-
sured using direct cross-correlation.
This is repeated around each node to build up the com-
plete two-dimensional velocity-vector field, u in the horizon-
tal direction x and w in the vertical direction z . Velocity
fluctuations, u8 in the x direction and w8 in the z direction,
are found by subtracting the mean.
The spatial resolution of the measurement in the median
plane of the cell is determined by the size of the interrogation
region which is 1083108 pixels2 ('2.732.8 cm2 for the
large imaging window and '0.8430.89 cm2 for the zoomed
window! in order to contain enough particles to obtain reli-
able measurements. In the cell-depth direction, the measure-
ment probes a thin layer '6^a& corresponding to the thick-
ness of the light-sheet such as in the previous PIV
experiments of Guazzelli11 and Bernard-Michel et al.10 This
differs from the PIV measurements of Segre` et al.9 and Tee
et al.18 where particles are imaged across the entire cell-
depth, which reduces the apparent velocity fluctuations when
the correlation length is smaller than the cell depth.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Sedimentation front
The evolution of the sedimenting front as a function of
time is presented for different heights, z, measured from the
top of the liquid-air interface in Fig. 1. At any given inter-
mediate volume fraction, the curves coming from equispaced
heights are equally spaced in time, meaning that a particular
concentration is varying roughly at constant velocity. Be-
cause the spacing in time is less for the higher concentra-
tions, the width of the front is growing in time, roughly
linearly.
To obtain a better measurement of the spreading of the
front, we have followed the approach of Davis and Hassen.20
The data can indeed be used to determine the interface me-
dian time, t1/2 , as well as the first and third quartile times,
t1/4 and t3/4 , corresponding to the time taken by the iso-
concentration planes at f(t)/f51/2, 1/4, and 3/4, respec-
tively, to fall a distance z. The falling distance is plotted
versus these different times in Fig. 2. There is a clear linear
increase with time. The slopes of these lines correspond to
the average velocities of the iso-concentration planes at
f(t)/f51/2, 1/4, and 3/4. Table I gives the first quartile,
median, and third quartile velocities of the interface, w1/4 ,
w1/2 , and w3/4 , found by using linear fits with correlation
coefficients of 0.99.
Another convenient way of analyzing these data, also
taken from Davis and Hassen,20 is to plot the quartile inter-
face thickness, d5t1/2(z/t3/42z/t1/4), as a function of the
falling distance, z, as displayed in Fig. 3. This plot shows
again that the interface thickness increases linearly with the
settling distance. The relative quartile interface thickness,
d/z, is given by the slope of the line '0.20 in Table I ~the
correlation coefficient of the linear fit of 0.99!.
In Figs. 1 and 3, we have also differentiated the data
coming from measurements at different locations of the im-
aging window. The data collected in the window positioned
at the top of the air–fluid interface ~s! are slightly below the
linear fit in Fig. 3. This discrepancy lies in the difficulty of
FIG. 1. Evolution of the concentration profile f(t)/f versus dimensionless
time, t/tS , at different heights z52,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32,35 cm. The
concentration profile for z525.5 cm is represented by m. The data coming
from measurements at different locations of the imaging window are differ-
entiated by different symbols: s, h, n, 3 for window positioned at 0, 5,
17, and 27 cm, respectively.
FIG. 2. Dimensionless falling distance, z/^a&, versus time ~in unit of tS) for
the first ~s!, median ~L!, and third ~h! quartiles. The different lines indi-
cate the best linear fits.
TABLE I. Dimensionless first quartile, median, and third quartile velocities
of the interface, w1/4 /VS , w1/2 /VS , and w3/4 /VS , respectively, and relative
interface thickness, d/z, deduced from the experimental data and from pre-
dictions accounting for polydispersity by considering that the light attenua-
tion technique probes the surface of the particles.
Experiment Prediction
w1/4 /VS 0.94 0.94
w1/2 /VS 1.03 1.00
w3/4 /VS 1.15 1.09
d/z 0.20 0.15
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performing a perfect uniform mixing at the very top of the
suspension without entraining any air bubbles. This produces
a mean concentration slightly lower than the expected f
50.3% as can be seen in Fig. 1. These earlier time data may
also be affected by hydrodynamic dispersion, although the
dispersion coefficient is very small at the low volume frac-
tion used here.20,21 A linear regression excluding these data
gives a relative quartile interface thickness d/z'0.19. In
Fig. 3, we have also reported two different sets of data com-
ing from two experiments performed at the same window
location ~h and L! in order to show the sensitivity of the
light attenuation technique for a good determination of the
reference intensity. There was indeed difficulty in determin-
ing the correct reference intensity for the data represented by
the L which lie slightly above the linear fit. The other data
~n and 3) taken in lower window locations show an excel-
lent linear increase.
It is possible at this point to examine whether the above
linear spreading of the interface can be accounted for by the
polydispersity in particle size. It should be noted first that, at
the very small volume fraction f50.3%, the self-sharpening
of the interface caused by hindered-settling effects can be
neglected ~the hindrance is '1.5%). In this limit of very low
volume fraction, the spreading of the interface can then be
predicted by considering that the light attenuation technique
probes the surface of the polydisperse particles.
From the measured particle-radius distribution, we can
infer the distributions of the square of the radius a . The
cumulated distribution of the square of the radius is shown in
Fig. 4. We can then deduce the first quartile, median, and
third quartile radii, a1/450.970^a&, a1/251.001^a&, and
a3/451.042^a& , respectively. The predicted quartile interface
thickness, d/z5(a3/42 2a1/42 )/a1/22 , is given in Table I. The
experimental thickness is much greater than this prediction.
The polydispersity can only account for 75% of the linear
spreading.
A slightly refined examination of this discrepancy can be
obtained by estimating the first quartile, median, and third
quartile velocities due to polydispersity. These velocities are
simply given by the Stokes’ velocity computed for the first
quartile, median, and third quartile radius and are presented
in Table I. The experimental first quartile velocity is in
rather good agreement with that predicted. But disagreement
occurs for the average velocities of the denser iso-
concentration planes. The experimental third quartile veloc-
ity is 5% larger than the prediction.
It would be interesting to study further the unexplained
25% of the spreading of the front. Unfortunately, having sub-
stracted off the 75% due to polydispersity, we are left with a
small quantity susceptible to large experimental uncertainty.
Further we do not know how to deconvolve the simultaneous
actions of polydispersity and other effects such as hydrody-
namic dispersion.
B. Velocity fluctuations
Figure 5 displays typical velocity-fluctuation fields as
sedimentation proceeds measured with the large imaging
window of 19.0313.4 cm2 located at 25.5 cm from the top
air–liquid interface. The initial mixing process creates uncor-
related velocities which vanish within a few Stokes’ times. A
spatially correlated structure, or vortex structure, of the size
of the cell quickly emerges (t/tS510). This vortex structure
diminishes in size and strength with time and the velocity
field becomes a complex three-dimensional structure com-
posed of smaller vortices (t/tS5135, 571, and 945!, as pre-
viously observed by Guazzelli.11
Velocities, u and w , and the square velocity fluctuations,
u82 and w82, were ensemble-averaged over 9 runs taken at
the same time after the cessation of mixing. It should be
noted that computing the variance of the velocity for all runs
gives the same results as computing the ensemble average of
the square of the velocity fluctuations.
The mean horizontal velocity, ^u& , was always found to
FIG. 3. Dimensionless quartile interface, d/^a& versus dimensionless falling
distance, z/^a&. The symbols indicate the different locations of the imaging
window at 0 ~s!, 5 ~h and L!, 17 ~n!, and 27 cm (3) from the top of the
liquid–air interface. The line indicates the best linear fit. The data coming
from measurements at different locations of the imaging window are differ-
entiated by different symbols: s, h and L, n, 3 for window positioned at
0, 5, 17, and 27 cm, respectively.
FIG. 4. Normalized cumulative sum of the square of the radius, a2, versus
dimensionless radius, a/^a&.
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be zero within error bars. The mean vertical velocity, ^w& ,
and the vertical velocity fluctuations ^w82&1/2, are plotted as
a function of time in Fig. 6. After an initial transient, the
mean velocity is VS within error bars. It then starts to de-
crease at t/tS'1000 when the sedimenting front reaches the
top of the imaging window thus leaving smaller slower par-
ticles behind. The concentration profile for z
525.5 cm (m) in Fig. 1 shows that the sedimentation front
reaches this location at t/tS'1000, nearly half of the front
has passed through it at t/tS'1500 and most of the front at
t/tS'2000. The velocity fluctuations are large '2.5VS at
early times, and then, decrease to a uniform value '0.5VS at
t'300tS . A much smaller decrease ~from 0.5 to 0.4VS) is
experienced for t/tS>1000 when the sedimentation front has
reached the top of the imaging window. The behavior of the
horizontal velocity fluctuations, ^u82&1/2, is similar. They
reach a uniform value '0.25VS at t'300tS .
To detect more accurately the spatial-correlation of the
smaller vortices, we have also performed experiments with a
zoomed window 6.034.2 cm2 at the same location from the
top. In the steady-state regime before the front reaches the
top of the window (300,t/tS,1000), the values of the
mean velocity and the velocity fluctuations are found to be
the same within error bars as those measured with the large
window ~see Fig. 6!. The decrease due to the sedimenting
front (t/tS>1000) is slightly stronger because the averaging
is performed on a smaller scale within the front.
To understand how the large initial vortex decreases in
size and strength with time and whether an ultimate size is
reached before the front arrives, we computed the spatial
correlation in velocity fluctuations, for instance Cz(x)
5^w8(x0)w8(x01x)&, ensemble averaged over different
starting positions x0 on the velocity map and the different
runs, as well as the power spectrum of the velocity fluctua-
tions ensemble average over the different runs.
The behavior of the normalized correlation-function of
the horizontal velocity-fluctuations along the horizontal di-
rection, Cz(x)/Cz(0), is analyzed at different times after the
cessation of mixing in Fig. 7. When this function goes
through a negative minimum, this indicates that the veloci-
ties are anti-correlated. The location of the minimum gives
an estimate of the size of the vortex, or correlation length. At
t/tS510, the negative amplitude is large and the correlation
length is 'L/2; see Fig. 7~a!. As time is increased, the am-
plitude of the minimum decreases and so does the correlation
FIG. 5. Velocity-fluctuation fields
across nearly the whole cell-width
~large imaging window of 19.0
313.4 cm2) during the sedimentation
process. Distance is plotted in mean
interparticle spacing, ^a&f21/3. The
vectors have been automatically scaled
to prevent them from overlapping and
then multiplied by a factor of 3.
FIG. 6. Dimensionless mean vertical velocity, ^w&/VS ~s with the large
imaging window and L with the zoomed window!, and velocity fluctuations
^w82&1/2/VS ~h with the large imaging window and n with the zoomed
window!, versus dimensionless time, t/tS . The arrow indicates when the
sedimentation front reaches the top of the imaging window.
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length. In the uniform regime of velocity (300,t/tS
,1000), Cz(x)/Cz(0) no longer seems to vary and the cor-
relation length is '20^a&f21/3 ('2 cm, which is larger than
the spatial resolution of the zoomed imaging window
'0.84 cm); see Fig. 7~b!. These results confirm the obser-
vation of Guazzelli.11 Of course a wider range of f would
need to be studied to validate the exact scaling of the corre-
lation length. In addition, we find that, in the sedimentation
front, t/tS>1000, velocity correlation is eventually lost; see
again Fig. 7~b!.
The power spectrum displays a broad peak at low fre-
quencies which decreases and becomes quickly buried by
noise with increasing time. In Fig. 8, we have plotted the
relative magnitude of the largest first mode ~of length
'15.8 cm in the horizontal direction and '10.1 cm in the
vertical direction! of the power spectrum of the horizontal
and vertical velocity fluctuations projected in the horizontal
and vertical direction as a function of time. By fitting the
rapid first decrease by an exponential law, we find a decay
time '40260tS . This gives a crude estimate of the decay
time of the velocity amplitude of the large initial vortex
'802120tS . We can then say that the initial vortex ~of size
L/2 and velocity 2.5VS) roughly makes 1/8 of a turn before it
vanishes. This happens well before the arrival of the front in
our experiments.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
Some simplified simulations have been made of particles
sedimenting in a very dilute suspension. Computer simula-
tions compliment laboratory experiments with advantages
and disadvantages. On the positive side, effects of polydis-
persity can be eliminated, the initial condition can be made
well-mixed before gravity is turned on, many more realiza-
tions can be made for improved statistics, and certain quan-
tities of interest such as density fluctuations can be easily
measured. On the negative side, the number of particles in
simulations will always be very much smaller than in experi-
ments, and the complex long-ranged multi-particle hydrody-
namics interactions must be severely simplified.
For the simulations of a very dilute suspension in this
paper, the hydrodynamic interactions have been simplified in
a way which represents well the large-scale cooperative mo-
tions on the scale of the container at the expense of poorly
representing flows on the scale of the particles, with the di-
vide between large and small scale being the inter-particle
separation.
We consider N particles in a box L3L3H , where the
height H is larger than the width L , typically H/L56 or 10.
The particles have radius a and weight mg ~compensated for
buoyancy! and move in a viscous fluid ~negligible inertia! of
viscosity m. The volume fraction of particles f
5N (4p/3) a3/L2H is taken to be very small. The Stokes
settling velocity for an isolated particle ~assumed spherical!
is VS5mg/6pma . The simulations are non-dimensionalized
for the large-scale motions by scaling lengths with the width
L and velocities with mg/mL . With these scalings, the non-
FIG. 7. Normalized spatial correlation function of the vertical velocity fluc-
tuations, Cz(x)/Cz(0), along the dimensionless horizontal direction,
x/^a&f21/3, at ~a! t/tS510 ~s!, 197 ~h!, 446 ~L!, with the large imaging
window, and at ~b! t/tS5504 (3), 691 (1), 878 ~L!, 1127 ~n!, 1933 ~s!,
with the zoomed window.
FIG. 8. Relative magnitude of the largest first mode of the power spectrum,
P1(t)/P1(0), of the horizontal and vertical velocity fluctuations projected in
the horizontal ~d and j, respectively! and vertical ~s and h, respectively!
directions as a function of dimensionless time, t/tS . The different lines
indicate the best exponential fits.
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dimensional height is h5H/L and the nondimensional
Stokes settling velocity is L/6pa .
The large-scale motion induced by the particles is found
as a superposition of a limited number of Fourier modes









3S ikh sin(pix)cos(p jy)cos(pkz/h),
jk
h cos(pix)sin(p jy)cos(pkz/h),
2(i21 j2)cos(pix)cos(p jy)sin(pkz/h) D .
These Fourier modes satisfy the incompressibility condition
¹•u50, and vanishing normal velocity on the side walls x
50 and 1 and y50 and 1, and the bottom and top z50 and
h . On these boundaries, they do not satisfy the usual no-slip
rigid boundary condition, but instead zero tangential stress,
e.g., on the side walls x50 and 1, m(]u/]y1]v/]x)50
5m(]u/]z1]w/]x). The amplitude of the Fourier modes of
the velocity are related to the Fourier modes of the density
r i jk by
u i jk5r i jk /p2~ i21 j21k2/h2!,
where the density amplitudes are found by summing over the





cos~pixp!cos~p jy p!sin~pkzp /h !,
with c i jk51 if neither i nor j vanish, 1/2 if one vanishes and
1/4 if both do. The number of Fourier modes was taken to be
the same in each horizontal direction ny5nx , and higher in
the vertical by the aspect ratio, nz5h nx , with nx varying
between 5 and 12. The total number of Fourier modes was
usually set equal to the total number of particles, i.e., N
5h nx3, with N varying between 750 and 10 368. This
means that there are sufficient modes to resolve motions for
the whole container down to the inter-particle separation
(h/N)1/3, which is much larger than the nondimensional size
of the particle a/L5(h/N)1/3(3f/4p)1/3. Occasionally it
was necessary to distinguish between the inter-particle sepa-
ration (h/N)1/3 and the smallest numerical resolution 1/nx ,
and for this purpose the link N5h nx3 was broken.
The above numerical method for finding the velocity of
all the particles is essentially an N2 method (N particles3N
Fourier modes!. However, the most expensive part is the
evaluation of the 2(nx1ny1nz) trigonometric functions for
each particle. By evaluating and storing these before using
them, the computational time could be reduced by a factor
nx2.
The Fourier representation used in this paper for the flow
induced by the particles is similar to that used recently by
Mucha et al.19 They had a computational cell with the hori-
zontal breadth smaller than the horizontal width, reflecting
the geometry of their laboratory experiment. They chose
Fourier modes which satisfied the no-slip boundary condition
on the front and back walls. The no-slip boundaries will
reduce the magnitude of the induced velocities compared
with the stress-free boundaries used in this paper, hopefully
just by a constant numerical factor for the averaged quanti-
ties of interest. The no-slip modes are more complicated than
the simple trigonometric functions used in this paper, entail-
ing greater computational costs in their evaluation. Finally,
Mucha et al.19 used far fewer Fourier modes than number of
particles, sometimes less than 1/100th.
The computations proceeded as follows. The particles
were first positioned randomly within the cell. The induced
flow at each particle was evaluated by the Fourier represen-
tation described above. The particles were then moved with
this velocity using a second-order midpoint time–stepping
method. ~In retrospect, a second-order multi-step method
with half the number of expensive velocity evaluations
would have been better.! The size of the time–step was typi-
cally Dt50.01, which is about half the shortest length-scale
resolved, 0.1, divided by the largest velocity encountered,
about 5. As the particles sediment, various statistics were
collected. For each set of parameters, a number of realiza-
tions, typically 20, were made with different random initial
positions of the particles.
It should be noted that the particle were moved only with
the induced fluid flow and that other forces, such as
excluded-volume forces, were excluded. The particles are ef-
fectively point-particles, so that the issue of overlap of par-
ticles cannot arise. The one exception was the occasional
escape of a particle across the bottom boundary when the
time–step was too large. Whenever this happened, the rogue
particle was repositioned just above the bottom. Also it
should be noted that there is no ‘‘back-flow’’ or ‘‘hindered-
settling’’ effect in the simulations, because the effective vol-
ume fraction is zero for the point-like particles.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Mean velocity
The mean settling velocity in the simulations is not the
Stokes velocity, because the truncated Fourier representation
cannot resolve the small radius of the effectively point-
particles. The shortest length-scale resolved is 1/nx , and this
length in the Stokes drag leads to a nondimensional settling
velocity O(nx) ~dimensional velocity nx mg/mL). For the
initially random positions of the particles, the mean settling









h nx i21 j2
~ i21 j21k2/h2!2 ,
which is about 20.147nx , depending on the values of nx
and h , the dominant contribution coming from the larger
values of i , j , and k .
It would be possible to modify the simulations to have
the correct mean settling velocity, by adding 2L/6pa
10.147nx to the induced flow at each particle. One would
then also have to stop particles falling through the bottom
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boundary. These modifications were tried and then aban-
doned because they shortened the sedimentation time and
seemed to change nothing else.
Figure 9 shows how the mean sedimentation velocity
decreases in time. The mean is taken over all the particles
including some in the near stationary sediment. Scaling the
mean velocity with nx and time with hAh/N is found to
collapse all the results into a single curve. The variation with
nx is tested by simulations with h56 and N53072 and nx
55 *, 8 3 and 12 h. The variation with N is tested by h
56 and nx55 with N5750 j and 3072 *; and by h56 and
nx512 with N53072 h and 10 368 (. Finally the variation
with h is tested by the above cases with h56 and simula-
tions with h510, nx510 and N510 000 1 . The scaling of
time hAh/N is clearly connected to the magnitude of the
velocity fluctuations and will be discussed in the next sub-
section.
B. Velocity fluctuations
For the initially random positions of the particles, the












~ i21 j21k2/h2!4 ,
which is about 0.014N/h , depending on the values of nx and
h , the dominant contribution coming from the smaller values
of i , j and values of k up to O(h). These velocity fluctua-
tions thus correspond to convection cells which fill the width
of the container and extend over a depth equal to the width,
i.e., have a ‘‘square’’ geometry. The origin of the convection
cells is, as argued in Hinch,3 the imbalance in the weight of
two sides. The number of particles within such a square-
shaped convection cell would on average be N/h ~the num-
ber per unit height!, with an imbalance in weight of two
sides statistically of order AN/h ~unit weight particles in the
nondimensionalization!. This imbalance drives velocity fluc-
tuations of order AN/h ~again with the chosen nondimen-
sionalization of lengths and velocities!.
The nondimensional result for the initial velocity fluc-
tuations
w8'0.12AN/h at t50,
corresponds to a dimensional result
1.1VSAfL/a .
The above coefficient of 1.1 for simulations in this paper
with stress-free walls should be compared with the value of
0.48 obtained by Mucha for no-slip on all four sides of a
squared-sectioned cell, and 0.79 for periodic boundary con-
ditions by Cunha et al.7 The increase of the velocity fluctua-
tions with the size of the container is a direct consequence of
the initial random positioning of the particles.
Figure 10 shows the decrease in the velocity fluctuations
in time. Statistics are taken using all the particles, including
some in the near stationary sediment. Scaling the variance of
the velocity ^w82& with N/h and time t with hAh/N is found
to collapse all the results into a single curve. As in Fig. 9,
parameters were varied to test the variation with N and h and
invariance with nx . The timescale hAh/N can now be un-
derstood as the time for a typical heavy blob of AN/h excess
particles to fall at velocity AN/h through the h convection
cells which fill the height of the container.
The velocity fluctuations are seen to decay exponentially
over the range plotted in Fig. 10. Some longer simulations to
t520h/AN/h found a slowing down of the exponential
decay which could be approximated by
0.01(n22 exp(2t/2n). In the initial exponential decay, the
velocity fluctuations w8 decrease by a factor e21 in the time
FIG. 9. The decrease of the mean settling velocity ^w& scaled with the
number of Fourier modes nx as a function of time t scaled with the time to
fall the height of the container h at the rms velocity AN/h , where N/h is the
number of particles per unit height. Averages are taken over all the particles
in the simulation including the sediment, and are taken over about 20 real-
izations with different random initial conditions. The values of the param-
eters N ,h ,nx are, respectively: 3 3072, 6, 8; * 3072, 6, 5; h 3072, 6, 12; j
750, 6, 5; ( 10 368, 6, 12, and 1 10 000, 10, 10.
FIG. 10. The decrease of the variance of the velocity fluctuations ^w82&
scaled with the number of particles per unit height N/h as a function of time
t scaled with the time to fall the height h at the rms velocity AN/h . Aver-
ages are taken over all the particles including those in the sediment and over
about 20 realizations. The values of the parameters are as in Fig. 9.
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t'6/AN/h . In this time a heavy blob would fall at w8
50.12AN/h through 3/4 of the height of the container.
C. Density fluctuations
The origin of the velocity fluctuations in the sedimenta-
tion is the random clumping of more particles on one side of
the container compared with the other side. This statistical
imbalance of weight drives strong convection cells. The ba-
sic imbalance can be measured by the Fourier amplitude of
the density fluctuations r i jk in the longest wavelengths, i.e.,
with i and j51 and 0 and with k51,2, . . . ,h for ‘‘square’’
cells. Now for the initial random positions of the particles,





where c51 if neither i nor j vanish, 1/2 if one vanishes and
1/4 if both do. It is convenient to group together modes with









c i jkr i jk
2 D .
The initial value of each group amplitude is rn
2
58.
Figure 11 shows the decrease in time of the longest
mode of the density fluctuations, r1
2
. Scaling time as before
with h/AN/h collapses all the results into a single curve. As
in Figs. 9 and 10, parameters were varied to test the depen-
dence on h and N , and independence of nx . The longest
density mode r1
2 is seen to decay exponentially, at least over
the range plotted. This mode drops by a factor e21 in a time
t'3/AN/h , the same time over which the variance of the
velocity fluctuations ^w82& drops by the same factor. The
density fluctuations decay because the heavy clump of par-
ticles on one side of the container can fall at w8 to the bot-
tom in this time. With the heavy clump at the bottom, there is
nothing to drive the convection cells, and so the velocity
fluctuations decay.
Figure 12 shows the decay in time of all the groups of
density modes rn
2 (n51,2, . . . ,nx) for the one set of param-
eters h56, N53072, and nx58. All the simulations with
different values of the parameters gave the same results and
so are not presented. Scaling time differently for each mode,
with nh/AN/h , collapses the different modes onto a single
curve. Thus the higher modes decay more slowly. Within the
range plotted, the decay appears to be exponential
rn
2~ t !'8 expS 2 AN/h3nh t D .
This simple form for the different modes inspired
the approximate fit of the velocity fluctuations
0.01(n22 exp(2t/2n) quoted earlier.
No simple explanation can be offered for why the decay
time of mode rn
2 should be proportional to n . A square blob
of size 1/n smaller than the width of the container in each
direction would have n23 less particle, and so density and
velocity fluctuations n23/2 smaller. If such little blobs had to
fall the full height of the container, they would take n3/2
longer, not n longer. One can speculate that advection of
such little blobs by the large-scale convections cells gives a
nonlinear interaction between the different modes which in-
validates the above reasoning.
D. Fronts
As a suspension sediments, the interface between the
suspension and the clear fluid above can become diffuse.
Such diffuse interfaces or fronts have been studied experi-
mentally by several groups, but only recently seen in com-
puter simulations, the simulations of Mucha et al.19 In ex-
periments, fronts can grow diffusively with the square roots
of time due to hydrodynamic dispersion, can grow linearly in
time due to polydispersity of the particles, and can tend to a
steady thickness through the effects of back-flow or hindered
settling. Computer simulations can suppress the experimental
complication of polydispersity and, as in this paper, can sup-
press the hindered settling effects by a crude representation
FIG. 11. The decrease of the group of the longest modes of the density
fluctuations r1
2 as function of time t scaled as in Figs. 9 and 10 with
h/AN/h . The values of the parameters are as in Fig. 9.
FIG. 12. The decrease of the groups of the density modes rn2 as function of
time t scaled with h/AN/h . The results are for fixed h56, N53072 and
nx58, and with different n51 1 , 2 3 , 3 *, 4 h, 5 j, 6 (, 7 d, and 8 n.
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of the hydrodynamic interactions. It is not clear how the
front would then grow, linearly or with the square root of
time.
Concentration profiles with height were made during the
simulations by binning the particles into layers of thickness
Dz5h/2nz . These layers would contain on average 12nx2
particles, and so averages over at least 20 realizations are
required to reduce the statistical noise to the 5% level.
Figure 13 gives the concentration profiles at the top of
the suspension at time intervals of 0.2 up to t51.0. The
concentration has been normalized by the initial uniform
value. One can see at any intermediate concentration that the
curves equispaced in time are roughly equispaced in height,
with greater displacements at larger concentrations. This in-
dicates that the width of the front is growing roughly linearly
in time.
E. Width of the fronts
To measure more precisely the width of the front, a least-
squared fit to the concentration profile was made using a
smooth function. A suitable simple function was found to be
12e2a(z2z0), without any theoretical suggestion for this
particular form. The two parameters a and z0 were selected
to fit the concentration profile over the range 0.1<c<0.9.
Following our experimental study described above, the width
of the front d was defined to be the height over which the
concentration increased from 25% to 75% of the initial uni-
form value, thus d51.0896/a .
Figure 14 shows how the width of the front d increases
in time. All simulations have a linear grow in time over the
range plotted. At later times, the front fills the entire height
of the container, when it is difficult to define its width. At
earlier times, there are insufficient number of bins involved
to give an accurate measure of the width. Extrapolating back
to t50, the width would appear to be nonzero then, which
may indicate an unresolved initial diffusion regime or may
just be the limitations of the measurements of thin fronts.
Scaling time with the interparticle separation (h/N)1/3
collapses all the different results onto a single curve. Param-
eters of the simulation were varied to demonstrate that the
growth of the front did not depend on the height of the con-
tainer h nor the number of Fourier modes nx . The linear
growth in time is approximately
d'0.12~h/N !1/3t .
This nondimensional result corresponds to a dimensional
growth
1.5f1/3VSt .
It is interesting to speculate on the dependence of the
growth on the inter-particle separation (h/N)1/3. Consider a
cluster of particles of size ,. On average there will be N,3/h
particles in the cluster, with statistical fluctuations 6AN,3/h
in the number. Consider a cluster which is heavier by such a
statistical fluctuation. With the Stokes drag on the cluster
being proportional to it size, it will fall faster than average by
w85AN,/h . Now the excess number will correspond to a
local density fluctuation above the mean f¯ by f8
5f¯ /AN,3/h . The faster fall of the heavy cluster therefore
contributes to the flux of sedimenting particles by f8w8
5f¯ /, . Thus the smallest clusters contribute the most, the
size of the smallest identifiable cluster being the inter-
particle separation ,5(h/N)1/3. As the heavier-than-average
clusters fall faster, they leave behind the interface region
depleted of particles, and so the width of the front grows. It
should be noted that the width of the front in the simulations
was much larger than the eddies the size of the inter-particle
separation, except possibly at the first time measured, and
this exceptional condition may explain the apparent failure
of the width to vanish when extrapolated to t50.
The above speculative argument suggests an additional
flux of sedimenting particles proportional to f4/3. If such a
local flux-law could be applied to the diffuse interface, it
would yield a so-called ‘‘expansion fan’’ growing linearly in
time with a concentration profile f(z ,t)}@(z2z0(t))/t#3.
This cubic dependence is not found in the simulations, the
FIG. 13. Concentration profiles with height, normalized by the initial uni-
form value, at times t50.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, for parameters h510,
N510 000 and nx510. The dashed curves are least-squared fits with an
exponential function, giving thicknesses of the front between 25% and 75%
of the full concentration as 0.32, 0.59, 0.83, 1.02, and 1.18, respectively.
FIG. 14. The width of the front d as a function of time scaled by the
inter-particle spacing (h/N)1//3. The values of the parameters are as in
Fig. 9.
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exponential form found having the opposite curvature. The
f4/3 flux-law may, therefore, be wrong, or alternatively its
application to the front may be inappropriate without some
hydrodynamic dispersion contributing to the flux.
The above examination of the growth of the front was
motivated by the experimental findings, where polydispersity
certainly gives a linear growth of the thickness in time. With-
out polydispersity, as in the simulations, one traditionally
thinks in terms of the front growing through hydrodynamic
dispersion. A constant diffusivity for hydrodynamic disper-
sion would give the thickness of the front growing with the
square root of time. The data in Fig. 14 are not consistent
with such a behavior. Recently, however, Mucha et al.19 have
proposed a model of the front in which stratification limits
the size of the eddies, which leads to an interesting noncon-
stant hydrodynamic diffusivity. The hydrodynamic diffusiv-
ity is proportional to the size of the largest clusters , and
their velocity fluctuations w8, i.e., D5Kw8, , where K is a
constant to be determined. Now the velocity fluctuations are
related through a Stokes drag to the number of extra particles
in the cluster n8, w85n8mg/m, , while the number fluctua-
tion is just the standard statistical fluctuation in the total
number in the cluster, n85An,3. Mucha et al. propose that
the stratification ]n/]z would limit the size of the largest
eddies when the effect of the stratification on the number in
the cluster ,3(,]n/]z) became as large as the statistical fluc-
tuations An,3. This gives a maximum size of the cluster ,








Simple numerical solution of the nonlinear diffusion equa-
tion using this diffusivity shows a similarity form, with a
shape which has very roughly n}z1/3 up to the homogeneous
value n0 , and with a thickness of the front, defined to be the
distance over which the concentration increases from 25% to
75% of its homogeneous value
d50.693 n0
1/7~Kmgt/m !5/7,
or d50.693 (N/h)1/7(Kt)5/7 in the non-dimensionalization
used in our simulations.
In Fig. 15, we replot our numerical results for the thick-
ness of the front as a function of t5/7(N/h)1/7. One sees again
a good collapse of the data for this alternative theory, with no
dependence on h and nx . The straight line corresponds to the
constant of proportionality in the diffusivity K50.52. Using
the value, an alternative expression for the dimensional
growth is
d/a52.85f1/7~Vst/a !5/7.
Comparing the two Figs. 14 and 15, they equally seem to
have no systematic variation with N/h . Further, they seem to
be two equally good straight lines. Neither straight line goes
exactly through the origin, but at early times the concentra-
tion changes over a vertical distance much smaller than the
size of the largest clusters, and so smoothing by a continuum
diffusion process is inappropriate. At present we do not have
the data to distinguish between the two possible models.
Moreover, it is possible that the two different physical pro-
cesses of the two models act simultaneously.
F. Windowed samples
The results presented in the first three subsections, for
the mean velocity and fluctuations in velocity and density,
gathered statistics using all the particles in the simulation.
This included some particles in the near stationary sediment
and some in the large diffuse interface with the clear fluid
above. Now wise to the existence of these special regions, an
observation window was set on the simulations, rather simi-
lar to that standard in laboratory experiments, a window to
exclude the special regions. For simulations with a height h
56, data were gathered from the window 2<z<4.
Figure 14 shows that the width of the front has increased
to d51 by time t(N/h)1/358. This is the width of the region
where the concentration varies between 25% and 75% of its
initial uniform value. There are noticeable decreases in con-
centration at twice the width of the front, i.e., the front is
arriving at the central observation window by the end of the
simulations.
Figure 16~a! shows that the mean settling velocity within
the central sampling window decreases in time by only 20%,
while it roughly halved for the whole suspension in Fig. 9.
Moreover for the first half of the period plotted in Fig. 16~a!,
the mean velocity hardly changes within the statistical noise
~higher for the small window!. Figure 16~b! for the decay of
the velocity fluctuations shows again only small changes at
early times, followed by a decrease by a reduced factor com-
pared with observations for the whole suspension in Fig. 10.
Clearly some of the large decays reported in the first three
subsections are due to including particles in the sediment and
in the front.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In laboratory experiments and in numerical simulations,
a large diffuse interface or front was observed between the
FIG. 15. The width of the front d as predicted by the similarity solution
of the nonlinear diffusion equation. The values of the parameters are as in
Fig. 9.
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top of the suspension and the clear fluid above. In both ex-
periments and simulations the width of the front seemed to
grow linearly in time.
In the experiments, at very low concentrations f
50.3%, about three-quarters of the growth of d50.20VSt
could be explained by a polydispersity of the particle size.
The extra growth comes from a faster fall of the denser iso-
concentration planes. No diffusive growth, like the square
root of time, due to hydrodynamic dispersion, can be seen in
the plots that we have presented. It would be difficult to
deconvolve the simultaneous actions of polydispersity and
other small effects such as hydrodynamic dispersion or the
enhancement to the flux from fluctuations, ^w8f8&. Hin-
dered settling also played no role in the very dilute suspen-
sion.
The computer simulations excluded polydispersity and
hindered settling, but also produced a large front growing in
time. The numerical results fit equally well two different
models. The first model has heavy clusters of the scale of the
inter-particle separation falling faster leaving the interface
region depleted of particles, which produces a linear growth
in time of the thickness of the front, d51.5f1/3VSt . When
applied to the experiments with f50.3%, this predicts a
growth d50.22VSt , which a little larger than the 0.20VSt
seen in the experiments, where three-quarters of the effect
could be explained by polydispersity. The second model has
a nonlinear hydrodynamic dispersion due to eddies whose
size is limited by stratification, and has the thickness of the
front growing according to d/a52.85f1/7(VSt/a)5/7. Apply-
ing this to the experiments with f50.3%, predicts at VSt
51250a a thickness d/a5203 compared with the experi-
mental value ~including polydispersity! of 300 in the middle
of Fig. 3. At this time, we do not have the data to distinguish
between the two models.
A large front in a sedimenting suspension was reported
by Tee et al.,18 both in experiments and simulations. They
did not study in detail the growth of the front in time. We are
fairly certain that in their experiments there are important
effects from polydispersity, which was greater than in our
experiments, for their large particles, and Brownian motion
for their small 3 mm particles.
The behavior of the particles is different in the front. In
the experiments, we see the mean particle velocity and its
fluctuations decrease as the front arrives in the observation
window. Using a window which excluded the front and the
sediment, the mean velocity remains constant near to the
Stokes value and the fluctuations attain a steady value after
an initial rapid transient. The velocity auto-correlation func-
tion similarly has a different form near the front, but in the
bulk of the suspension quickly goes to a steady form. This
steady form shows circulating eddies with a size about 20
inter-particle separations, as reported earlier by Segre` et al.9
in thin cells and by Guazzelli11 in square cell. It should be
noted that the present experiments were at a single concen-
tration and particle size and so have not tested the variation
of the correlation length with 20af21/3.
In the simulations, the particle velocity fluctuations,
along with the particle density fluctuations which are the
origin of the velocity fluctuations, are found to decrease con-
tinually by orders of magnitude when the observations in-
clude all the particles, i.e., included the front and the sedi-
ment. Restricting observations to a region away for the large
front and the sediment, the mean and fluctuations of the par-
ticle velocities remain roughly constant. As in all previous
simulations, the magnitude of the initial velocity fluctuations
depends on the size of the container, w8'1.1VSAfL/a . Ap-
plied to the experiments with f50.3% and L/a51342, this
predicts fluctuations w852.2VS , which is comparable with
the initial velocity fluctuations but four times larger than the
steady experimental value. The simulations in this paper do
use a very crude representation of the hydrodynamics, in
particular stress-free walls which are expected to give veloci-
ties too large. It should also be noted that the width of the
container in the simulations was always less than 20 inter-
particle separations, the largest being 12 separations. How-
ever, there is no hint in the clear scalings of the results of
FIG. 16. Observations in a central sampling window 2<z<4; ~a! the mean
settling velocity and ~b! the variance of the velocity fluctuations. The values
of the parameters are as in Fig. 9.
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something special still to occur at 20 inter-particle separa-
tions. Finally it should be noted that the duration of the simu-
lations was artificially prolonged by operating with the low
mean settling velocity 0.147nx rather than the larger Stokes
settling velocity, L/6pa in the nondimensionalization used.
Correcting this would leave the velocity fluctuations and
spreading of the front unchanged, but would curtail the simu-
lation earlier, and hence the velocity fluctuations would have
decreased even less during the shortened simulation.
Different behavior of the particles in the front can be
seen, we believe, in the experiments of Tee et al.18 They
observe a wide front the arrival of which in the measuring
window may be the cause of the decrease of the velocity
fluctuations. Noting that the polydispersity of their particles
is larger than ours, we believe that their front will be a spe-
cial region depleted of the larger heavier particles. We are,
therefore, not surprised that they show different behavior of
the particles when the front arrives.
To conclude, in agreement with Tee et al.18 we have
found a wide diffuse front in a very dilute sedimenting sus-
pension. At higher concentrations, say higher than 1%, hin-
dered settling would limit the growth of the front, so that this
region would be unimportant. We believe that in experiments
the growth of the front is dominated by the polydispersity of
the particles. Extracting small additional effects will not be
easy. In the simulations it is not clear from the evidence we
have whether the growth is simply by heavier bolbs falling
out of and so depleting the front or whether hydrodynamic
diffusion is important. Away from the front we find a steady
state, both in the experiments and the simulations. We be-
lieve from past experiments8 that the velocity fluctuations
will be independent of the size of the container if it is wide
enough, whereas the variance grows linearly with the size in
the simulations. We speculate that the nature of the experi-
mental mixing is not the initial random positioning of the
particles of the simulations but something yet to be quanti-
fied.
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